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Q2030 Regional Action plan challenges the Quad Cities area to 

think bigger – to think regionally in addressing our impediments and 

leveraging opportunities. Market Street has been a key partner in helping our community focus on catalytic 

strategies that will be transformative for attracting and growing talent, jobs and economic opportunity for the 

Quad Cities area. 

Tara Barney, Former President/CEO, Quad Cities Chamber 

Background 

The Quad Cities region, a diverse collection of communities bridging two states, has begun to come together 

in new, innovative ways. In 2010, the Quad Cities Chamber, the area’s first bi-state-regional economic and 

business organization, was established by the Regional Opportunities Council, a diverse sector of community 

collaborators. The movement then continued in 2014 when more than 145 business, government and non-

profit leaders publicly endorsed the idea of a unified vision that would inspire and influence the region to 

think, speak and behave in new ways. Organizations were convened in a Steering Committee to oversee 

months of research, public input, analysis, and evaluation followed by meetings of debate and consensus 

building. Overall, more than 4,000 people contributed to the understanding of the area’s strengths and 

challenges. The research was exhaustive and the voices wide-ranging. 

In November 2015, the Q2030 Steering Committee affirmed the framework for Q2030: A Regional Action 

Plan. For the first time in the history of the region, business, government, non-profit, academic institutions 

and the trades had come together for the shared purpose of moving the region forward economically. The 

focus of the plan was to ensure the Quad Cities is a magnet for people, investments, and jobs. Q2030 is 

aimed at building on the strengths of the region and leveraging its opportunities within four priority themes 

for action: 

 Cool Places: Create strong, attractive and functional places in which we live. 

 Creative People: Provide young people and workers with the skills and competencies to contribute 

to the economy and the community. 

 Connected Region: Come together and help one another in new ways to improve efficiencies, 

attitudes and perceptions. 

 Prosperous Economy: Use our strengths as a region to retain, attract and create businesses and 

jobs. 
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While there are new ideas and priorities in the Q2030 Regional Action Plan, there are many ideas already 

underway that have the possibility for greater potential, capacity, and results. By leveraging the Quad Cities’ 

collective strength and diversity and committing to collaboration to align efforts, stakeholders will build on 

the work of existing community groups and multiply their impact for the region. 

Implementation Highlights 

To fulfill Q2030’s collective vision, partners from public, private, civic, non-profit and institutional 

organizations are working together to make it a reality. By coming together around a regional plan, the Quad 

Cities region is making a bold statement that it is ready for the challenges of today’s economic realities and 

is taking the necessary steps to overcome them. Some key initial implementation highlights are profiled 

below. More information can be found at the Q2030 website at: https://www.q2030.org.  

 Initial highlights of activity measures for the Q2030 backbone operations include: 

o Approximately $7.7 million in community funding has been aligned to Q2030 projects in 

the region 

o 175 implementation volunteers working directly on specificQ2030 priorities 

o 550 people attended 28 presentations to learn more about Q2030 

o 240 organizations endorsed Q2030 as their commitment to advance and align with the 

plan 

o 300 delegates serve as spokespeople for Q2030 

o 600 people participated in community, elected officials, or media summits 

o Hundreds of Quad Cities area organizations aligning with Q2030 resulted in more than 54 

media stories 

o 1,100 social media followers, 9,960 visitors to Q2030.org, and 3,880 views of 25 videos 

 The River Bend Foodbank announced its collaborative funding initiative to completely close the meal 

gap in Scott County by 2018. 

 The Mississippi River Workgroup heard presentations from the cities of Davenport, Bettendorf, East 

Moline, Moline and Rock Island on existing riverfront plans and how they complement one another. 

 Staff conducted a survey with more than 100 young adults to uncover their perspective on Quad 

Cities cultural amenities. 

 Leaders established an oversight work group responsible for ensuring coordination and 

collaboration across five focus areas to advance the goal to increase the number of Quad Citizens 

with a post-secondary credential. 

 The Regional Branding workgroup solicited community and stakeholder input by conducting 

discussion sessions with more than 250 people, including key stakeholders, young professionals, a 

multicultural think tank and elected officials. 

 Partners staffed and organized a team to support the Defense Industry Adjustment (DIA) Program 

grant that will fund the development of strategies and services to help the Department of Defense 

and manufacturing supply chain grow locally. 

 Industry champions used more than 1,000 hours of input from regional manufacturers and 

technology experts to develop a roadmap that will help local manufacturers leverage the emerging 

technologies most likely to impact their businesses. 


